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-LEONARDOINTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF CONTEMPORARY
VISUAL ARTISTS
Founder-Editor: Frank J. Malina, Boulogne-sur-Seine, France
Aims and Scope

Leonardo is a quarterly international professional archival
journal for artists, art teachers and other interested in the
contemporary visual or plastic fine arts.
Illustrated articles by artists are published which deal with
aspects of their work, with no restrictions on artistic tendency,
artistic content and medium.
Leonardo also contains articles on developments in the other
arts, on new materials and techniques of possible use to artists
and on subjects in aesthetics, architecture, education, the
natural and social sciences and technology.
Selected texts of a special character are published in the
Documents section. Also included in the Journal are lhe
following sections: Terminology. International Science-Art
News, Aesthetics for Contemporary Artists, International
Opportunities for Artists, Calendar of Events, Books and
Letters

From: F.J. Mal(na: Electric Light as a Medium in the
Visual Fine Arts: A Memoir, Leonardo, Vol 8,
pp.109-119, 1975.

Subscription Information
Published quarterly
Annual Suhscription ( I 980) USS 99.00
USS I 88.00
2 years (1980/81)
Reduced subscription for individuals US$ 20.00
FREE SPECIMEN COPY AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
Sterling prices for journals will be sent to UK and Eire
customers on request
Prices include postage and insurance
All prices are subje..:t to change without notice.
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K.K. HEBBAR with S.I. CLERK: A memoir on the work of a
pain tcr in India
JOHN H. HOLLOWAY: Implementation of notions of science
in some of my reliefs and drawings
EDYARD ZAJ EC: Computer art: A binary system for
producing geometrical nonfigurative pictures
EDMUND BURKE FELDMAN: A socialist critique of art
history in the U.S.A.
CHARLES G. GROSS and MARC H. BORNSTEIN: Left and
right in science and art
FRANK BROWN: Computer music produced with the aid of
a digita I-to-analog converter
ALBERT GARRETT: Report on Color 77, Third Congress of
the International Color Association (AIC)
JORGE GLUSBERG: 1977 Symposium on Video and
Communication, Barcelona, Spain
PAUL HUBBE and NANCY HUBBE: Inexpensive stage
scenery made from materials for paper manufacture
PIERRE BOULEZ: Technology and the composer
GERHARD CHARLES RUMP: The possible impact of
comparative ethology on the analysis of works of art
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The London Underground diagram
John A Walker

The author analyses the diagrammatic
conventions of Henry Beck's famous
two-dimensional graphic represent
ation of the London Underground
railway system, arguing that it is a
masterpiece of twentieth-century
graphic art that has been accorded
insufficient recognition by the art
establishment.

Symbols for deafness

We show the first-prize winning
design and two runners-up in a recent
competition for the design of a
symbol for the deaf and hard-of
hearing.

Printing of issue number 14/15

Pan Litho Limited
172-176 The Highway
London El, England

Design/layout of issue number 14/15

Patrick Wallis Burke

Photography for reproduction

Colin Watson

Symbols for tourist guides and maps
We publish a set of symbols prepared
by the British Tourist Authority for
use by the publishers of maps and
guide books, providing information
for tourists.

Acknowedgements to

School of Graphic Design
Ravensbourne College of
Art and Design

Blissymbols for the handicapped
a manner of speaking
Jack Anson Finke

Annual subscription rates
United Kingdom and Eire
Subscription rate for 2 issues
(including postage and insurance)

£3.50

Rest of the world
Subscription rate for 2 issues
(including postage 2nd Class Airmail)

10.00 US Dollars

All subscription enquiries to

Subscription Fulfilment Manager
Pergamon Press Limited
Headington Hill Hall
Oxford OX3 OBW

Pattern design and literacy
Jorge Frascara

Subscriptions must include two issues.
Unless the pub Iis hers are notified
immediately after the appearance of
the second issue that a subscription is
to be discontinued, it will be treated
as renewed.
Publishing and advertising offices

The author describes the remarkable
success of Charles Bliss' Semanto
graphy among patients of the Ontario
Crippled Children's Center, Canada.
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reproduced with the Executive
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The author describes a joint project
being developed by the Departments
of Art and Design and Psychology in
the University of Alberta, aiming to
design an improved alphabet that
might help retarded children to more
readily identify letterforms.

Japanese match box graphics

We show a selection of late nine
teenth century Japanese match box
cover designs.
Type research at the London College
of Printing

We show a selection of foreign type
faces developed by staff and post
graduate students within the research
unit of the London College of
Printing.

Tell us what's wrong in pictures
a medical phrase book

We show sample spreads from an
experimental pictorial phrase book
developed by the Health Education
Council of Great Britain, designed to
help medical staff when dealing with
non-English speaking patients.

Computer and laser technology
speed up Chinese printing

A brief account of how the Mono
type Corporation's new laser-printing
methods will revolutionise the
production of Chinese printing.
New ways to view world problems
The East-West Open Grants division,
Hawaii, recently invited five visual
communicators from the USA,
Japan, India and Iran to become
research fellows and work as a team.

Their brief was to explore ways in
which visual communication could
be employed to provide essential
information to people worldwide.
We show some slides from an audio =
visual presentation which they
produced on 'Ways of visualising
global interdependencies.
Signs of hope-good news for Bombay
outpatients
Stephen Raw

The author examines a recent
proposal for label! ing drugs for a
Bombay hospital outpatients depart
ment. The solution employs a well=
founded graphic system using
symbols but without overlooking the
very particular locality in which it is
to work.
Pictorial prescription labels
Jeremy Bratt

The author describes some experi
mental work aimed at replacing
existing hand-written labels on
ophthalmic medicine containers by
printed labels, using graphic imagery
to communicate the correct dosage
and any cautionary information to
illiterate outpatients at a London
hospital. The intention is to reduce
the number of errors made by
illiterate outpatients in following
their prescriptions.

Design students project-graphic
symbols for public information

We show some of the results from
the recent Icog rad a design students
project-Graphic Symbols for
Public Information, in which design
students from many countries were
asked to work on the design and
development of test symbols.
Signing system for a maternity

hospital in Buenos Aires
We show some of the signing devised
by the Shakespear Design Studio for
the Durand Hospital in Buenos Aires.
In collaboration with the architectural
firm of Manteola/Sanchez Gomez,
they designed a pictographic system
intended to identify each of the
various services within the hospital
complex.
First steps on a thousand mile
journey-part 4
Patrick Wallis Burke

The author, in his concluding article,
examines the layman's widely held
opinion that Chinese is a particularly
difficult written language to learn.
He suggest that the difficulties may
be exaggerated, since each character
exhibits, not only strong formal
properties but also shows its
etymological origins rather more
vividly than do alphabetic words.
Form can be powerfully augmented
by content to make each character
a well-known friend.

The London Underground
diagram

Below, the first route guide to the
London Underground, designed by
F H Stingmore, which was in use
from 1919 to 1933

John A Walker

There are a number of reasons for
choosing a diagram as a subject for
analysis: diagrams employ a variety
of means to encode information;
the signs they contain are intentional
and clearly presented; therefore,
diagrams are relatively simple to
decipher compared to paintings.
In a diagram the functional features
of the image can be readily
distinguished from the non-functional,
whereas in a painting this may not be
such a straightforward task (for
example, when a viewer studies a
modern painting he or she may have
difficulty in deciding whether
scratches in the paint surface were
made by the artist or whether they
are accidental additions).
A valuable characteristic of objective
human knowledge (objective in the
sense that it exists in the public
domain) is that macrocosmic systems
which are only fully comprehended
by a few specialists are made known
to ordinary citizens by means of
microcosmic models. This feature of
knowledge, so familiar that it is taken
utterly for granted, is exemplified by
the London Underground Diagram
(henceforward 'LUO') a two-dimen
sional model which, through the
agency of reproduction, is made
available to the general public for
consultation at any point both
within and without the London
Underground railway network
(the macrocosm). Millions of
travellers make use of the LUO
millions of times every week, yet
no one appears to pay it any special
attention: passengers look through
it rather than at it. Although this
indifference can be interpreted as a
tribute to the superlative function
alism of its design, one might have
expected some sign of appreciation
from British art critics since most of
them reside in London and since the
diagram is, arguably, a masterpiece
of twentieth century graphic art.
Until now the only substantial article
on the LUO and its designer Henry
C Beck (1901-74) is a factual
account of its development by the
graphic artist Ken Garland. (1)
The Underground diagram is also
commonly referred to as an Under
ground map but the former
description lacks certain features
typical of maps (though, as we shall
see later, diagrams and maps do
share some characteristics).
In order to elucidate the distinction
between diagram and map it is
necessary to state some obvious
features of maps: most maps are
graphic representations of the whole,
or part, of the Earth's surface. they
reduce a three-<limensional world to
a two-dimensional plane.
Because they depict curved surfaces
on flat pieces of paper, distortions
occur and because the size of each
piece of paper is much smaller than
the size of the area it maps, great
reductions of scale occur. In spite of

2 icographic 14/15, 1979

their distortions maps exhibit a high
degree of isomorphism with the areas
they represent graphically: if an
accurate map of a relatively small,
flat region of the Earth were enlarged
until it was equal in size to that
region then it would fit over it
exactly. Such is not the case with the
LUO: if enlarged to the actual size
of London it would diverge markedly
from the geography of the terrain for
the simple reason that 't is a highly
schematic representation of the
Underground system and furthermore,
unlike a map, it is not drawn to scale.
These aspects of the diagram can
mislead passengers who try to use it
as a guide to the location of surface
features or as a guide to the actual
distances between stations; they
soon discover how approximate the
diagram is in relation to the actual
su dace topography of London.
The radical difference between map
and diagram can be seen at a glance
if the first route guide to the
Underground-a map designed by
F H Stingmore in use from 1919 to
1933-is compared to Beck's design.
Beck conceived the idea of the
diagram in 1931 and though it was
originally rejected as 'too revol
utionary' it replaced Stingmore's map
in 1933. From 1933 to 1959 Beck
was responsible for the design of the
diagram and its numerous revised
editions. The current diagram,
designed by Paul E Garbutt, is heavily
indebted to Beck's classic design and
London Transport ought to
acknowledge this fact by printing a
credit to Beck on the diagram.
Revisions of the LUO were (and still
are) necessitated by the opening of
new tube lines but new versions were
also produced in order to incorporate
additional information suggested by
staff or members of the general
pub Iic. Many revised versions were
abandoned as failures because the
'improvements' tended to over
complicate the design.
Beck was by profession a draughtsman
and it was during a period of
unemployment, after having been
made redundant by London Trans
port, that it occurred to him that he
could "tidy-up" the old "Vermicelli"
map of Stingmore's "by straightening
the lines, experimenting with
diagonals and evening out the
distances between stations."
As Garland has pointed out, Beck's
three most significant innovations in
1931 were: (1) substitution of
diagram for map; (2) restriction to
three directions of lines (horizontal,
vertical and diagonal); and (3)
enlargement of the central area.
The design problem which prompted
these innovations was that of
accommodating within a limited
rectangular space all the lines
radiatina towards the outlying
districts of London and, at the same
time, maintaining clarity in the over
crowded centre. The problem was
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aggravated every time a new tube line
was introduced. Beck realised that
clarity and geographical truth were
antithetical to one another and that
geographical accuracy had to be
abandoned in favour of clarity.
In other words, Beck's choice of
diagram rather than map was the
result of an evaluation of different
modes of representation in relation to
the needs of the travel! ing public.
There is a general lesson here:
no representation tells the whole
truth about reality, every represent
ation is partial and selective in what
it depicts; every picture conceals as
much as it reveals. Consequently,
an artist's choice of representation
must be based on what he or she
considers are in the best interests of
those he or she has chosen to serve.
Before consideration can be given to
the pictorial conventions and coding
mechanisms of the LUO it is
necessary to tabulate its components:
(1) Network: the diagram consists of
a number of lines converging towards
a central core delimited by the
Circle line. The lines intersect at
various points to form a network
structure. To ensure clarity this
network is inscribed on a uniformly
white ground.
(2) Ground: the rectangular poster is
displayed vertically like a painting
but, unlike a picture, its four
dimensions have directional prop
erties, that is, top/bottom and left/
right are implicitly understood by the
viewer to represent North/South and
East/West. In one version of the
diagram a north-pointing arrow was
introduced but it was quickly
realised that this symbol was
redundant).

(3) Border: most large posters of the
diagram have borders consisting of a
thick blue line while diagrams printed
as pocket-sized folders have borders
consisting of a narrow black, or blue,
line.
(4) Grid: the ground of the current
diagram is divided into squares by a
co-ordinate grid which, when used in
association with a list of station
names, enables strangers to London
to pinpoint the location of stations on
the diagram.
(5) Colour: each tube line is assigned
a distinctive colour which enables
them to be easily distinguished and
memorized. Names and colour codes
of all the Iines are given in a key
contained in a box placed in a corner
of the diagram. At one stage the
coloured lines also incorporated their
names in printed form but this
awkward piece of design contradicted
the colour coding system (though it
did have one advantage; when the
diagram was printed in black and
white the lines could still be
identified.
(6) River: the only surface feature
represented on the LUO is the River
Thames which is depicted by means
of a blue band. This band includes
the words 'River Thames' and it
narrows progressively from right to
left to indicate downriver-upstream.
As a result of the process of
geometricization the natural
undulations of the Thames have
virtually disappeared in the graphic
�ymbol. Another departure from
reality is that the tube lines which
pass under the river are printed over
it in the diagram.

icographic 14/15, 1979, pp 2-4
Author's address:
87 Hillfield Avenue,
London N8 70G
England

(7) Stations: these are indicated by
square ticks on the lines and by
circles (some of which are interlinked
to indicate interchange stations).
(8) Language: the diagram contains
a number of English words and
phrases: names of stations and I ines;
explanatory statements; title of
diagram; name of designer.
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(9) Miscellaneous symbols: a zig-zag
line to show an escalator connection:
the logo of British Rail to indicate
Underground stations which link-up
with British Rail stations; red crosses
and stars to indicate stations whose
opening hours are different from
the rest; a plan view of an aircraft to
indicate Heathrow Airport; a circle
intersected by a horizontal barthe symbol of London Transport.
It has already been established that
the LUO does not represent its
object in the manner that maps
normally do but nonetheless the
diagram is, to a degree, an iconic
representation of the Underground
system. Charles Morris remarks:
"a sign is iconic to the extent to
which it itself has the properties of
its denotata"; and since both the
diagram and the tube system are
networks of lines the first is, in this
respect, an icon of the second.
Essentially the diagram depicts a set
of points and the way they are joined
up. In the terminology of graph
theory it is a 'finite connected graph.'
Consequently, it reproduces precisely
those properties of the Underground
system which are of most significance
to the traveller and ignores other
properties which are of I ittle
significance to the traveller.
Network analysis is now a common
place technique of business manage·
ment. Its purpose is to solve network
routing problems by finding the
optimum paths between nodes in
relation to such factors as time,
distance and cost. Every time a
traveller on the Underground uses the
diagram to work out the best and
cheapest route from starting point to
destination he or she is unwittingly
solving a network routing problem.
The value of the diagram is that it
makes it possible for the traveller to
journey to his or her destination in
logical space (by alternative routes
if necessary) before he or she
commits himself or herself to travel
ling to it in physical space. Leonard
Penrice points out that in making
railway journeys travellers "play a
kind of game according to certain
rules. They start and finish journeys
at stations; they count, and recognise
the name of, stations they go through;
and they change from one line to
another at certain points." (4)
Penrice argues that Beck's achieve
ment was to design a diagram
"on which an identical game could be
played according to essentially
similar rules." The relation between
railway and diagram is not, according
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Above, the London Underground
diagram designed by Henry C Beck,
in its 1959 version.
Below, the present London Under
ground diagram, design by Paul E
Garbutt.
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Walker: The London Underground
diagram

to Penrice, a static resemblance such
as one finds in a photograph: the
diagram and the traveller "together
constitute a kind of working model
of the railway, and not a static
representation."

frame which encloses it is, like
quotation marks in a conventional
text, to mark the boundary between
object-sign and meta-sign, so that
the viewer does not confuse the two
in reading the diagram.

While the colour coding of the lines
All copies of the LUO inside the
is totally arbitrary and monosemic
Underground system represent their
own location (this is one character·
(in the LUO 'yellow· has no meaning
istic which the LUO shares with
apart from 'Circle Line') it is
maps). Charles Sanders Peirce explains, inevitable that for regular travellers
"on a map of an island laid down
the colours will acquire connotative
meanings apart from their denotative
upon the soil of that island there
must, under all ordinary circum
ones. The emotional associations
stances be some position, some point.
developed in response to the
colours of the lines will vary from
marked or not, that represents qua
place on the map, the very same
person to person; their potentiality
point qua place on the island." (5)
for meaning is infinite. However, the
Thus once we are inside the Under
sense of inappropriateness which
ground our position is always
most Londoners feel when they learn
locatable on the diagram.
that the red Central Line was once
When we consult it on a station
orange in colour demonstrates how
platform our first task is to establish
closely each line becomes identified
our position in relation to the rest of
in our minds with its tincture.
the network. At one time diagrams
.Exceptionally, the hue of the
contained an arrow and the phrase
Central Line does seem to extend
'you are here' to single out the
beyond the realm of the arbitrary in
station in question.
that this line is compositionally one
of the most important, since it
As a sign, the directional character of
functions as the base-line or spine for
the rectangular ground is purely
the rest of the network.
conventional: the diagram as a
Its structural importance is signalled
stimulus object does not contain any
by the fact that it is assigned the
symbol indicating the fact that its
most dynamic colour in the spectrum.
top edge is 'North.' This property
is imputed to the diagram by the
Turning now to the representation of
traveller whose interpretation of the
the river Thames. Water is naturally
diagram is governed by the context
colourless but according to the
of transportation and general know
conventions of map-making, it is
ledge concerning the conventions of
always blue. At first sight this seems
map reading. In an art gallery the
a purely arbitrary coding but it is in
'same' rectangular ground would
fact 'relatively motivated' (to use
invoke a different set of conventions.
Saussure's terminology), that is, on
cloudless days water is blue.
In logic the purpose of a linear
Furthermore, blue is generally
enclosure, and in art the purpose of
experienced as a 'cool' colour;
a frame, border or mount, is to
therefore it signifies the coldness of
establish the boundary of a particular
water. The narrowing of the graphic
universe of discourse, to isolate a
river from right to left indicates,
domain from the flux of experience.
of course, the narrowing of the river
But since the edges of the poster
which occurs from East to West.
literally demarcate the limits of the
domain, the presence of a graphic
Of great importance is the fact that
border in the LUO might seem an
the meaning of the graphic image is
unnecessary move on the part of its
mediated linguistically.
designers. However, by repeating
Imagine the diagram bereft of all
graphically the rectangular shape of
names of stations and lines and
its support, the border emphasises
without the explanations given in the
that the domain it encloses is a
key. It would still display the
metaphorical one not a literal one.
structure of the Underground system
but its effectiveness as a guide would
Just as the diagram functions as a
be nullified. As Roland Barthes has
key or index to the underground
pointed out, one of the chief
system, the grid used for locating
functions of linguistic elements
stations and the box explaining the
accompanying images is to anchor
colour coding operate as keys to
their meaning. (6) Without a title on
the diagram. They are signs within a
the LUO a stranger to London would
sign. Clearly the grid does not denote
not know what system the diagram
anything exterior to the diagram;
represented.
it merely divides the ground into
equal segments. Cross referencing is
Subsidiary signs found within the
achieved by the combination of two
diagram, such as the logos of London
arbitrary codes: the alphabetic and
Transport and British Rail, are
the numerical. These devices are
symbols (according to Peirce's triad
printed along the vertical and hori
of signs: index/icon/symbol),
zontal axes of the grid. Since the key
that is, conventional signs standing for
to the diagram is a meta-sign (a sign
large-scale transportation enterprises.
about a sign) the purpose of the
On the other hand, considered in
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isolation each logo has iconic features;
for example, the two horizontal lines
in the British Rail logo obviously
represent railway lines. The iconic
features of the London Transport
logo are more problematical.
Various interpretations of it have
been offered: it represents the wheel
of a railway engine; it represents
London (the circle) and London.
Transport's ability to criss-cross the
city (the horizontal bar).
The London Transport logo reminds
us that the LUO is but a single unit in
a much larger system of signs
encompassing the whole of London's
tubes and buses. Taking a narrower
view, it can be readily appreciated
that the LUO is the 'mother' of a
whole series of route diagrams
depicting parts of the network,
that is, those displayed in station
passageways and inside tube trains.
In addition to its denotation 'Under
ground system,' the LUO has
acquired a supplementary signifi
cation in the years since it was
introduced: as a decorative motif on
gifts and souvenirs produced for
tourists, the diagram functions, like
the images of St Paul's, the Tower,
the Houses of Parliament, etc, as a
symbol for London. Since the LUO
was consciously composed it
necessarily signifies a set of
aesthetic values, in this instance,
certain principles of design histori
cally associated with Classicism;
namely, order, unity, harmony,
stability, purity, clarity, economy,
anonymity of finish, and rationality.
These values are not communicated
via symbols; on the contrary, they
are signalled by the perceptual
characteristics of the sign vehicles
themselves; for example, the
impression of clarity is achieved by
the use of lines with hard edges rather
than blurred edges and by the use of
a range of colours which are highly
differentiated from one another.
Similarly, the impression of purity is
achieved by the use of saturated hues.
In conclusion, a few remarks about
the utility value of the LUO.
Frank Pick, for many years an
administrator for London Transport,
dedicated himself to improving the
qua Iity of design for the London
commuter by commissioning leading
modern architects to build new
stations and leading graphic designers
to produce typography and posters
for the Underground. Beck's diagram
was not commissioned by Pick, it was
a lucky bonus which matched the
philosophy of utilitarianism
Bentham's concept of the greatest
happiness for the greatest number
which I take to be the ideology of the
London Transport executive in the
1930s. Utilitarianism can be
criticised on the grounds that it
permits dictatorship-providing it is
benevolent-and perhaps today a
designer would feel it necessary to
encourage public participation in the

decision making process leading to a
design solution, rather than
producing a design on the public's
behalf, without consultation.
Marx claims, in Das Kapital, that
"the utility of a thing makes it a use =
value." Things which have use-value
for others besides the person who
made them have social use-value.
However, the fact that the LUO has
social use-value does not mean that
it escapes being a commodity.
Clearly the original design which
Beck produced while employed as a
wage labourer by London Transport
could now be sold as commodities,
but even the copies of the diagram
given away 'free' by London Trans
port are commodities: they have
no use-value except for those
travelling via the Underground and
this service costs money, therefore
the use of the diagram is included
in the price of tickets.
What is important about the LUO is
that it is a sign of exceptional
richness and social utility.
It is a work of graphic design which
literally works every day, and
evolves year by year to meet
changing circumstances, hence it
provides a model for the role of art
in a future society.
Designers generally tackle specific
problems which are set by others,
consequently they rarely have the
opportunity to question the
broader context within which the
design problems are posed.
This is the factor which limits the
usefulness of the LUO as a model
for current art practice.
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Symbol for deafness

The wheelchair symbol, which
denotes access and facilities for
people handicapped by a lack of
mobility, is now very widely known.
It is understood and respected both
nationally and internationally.
Deafness is an invisible handicap
which is only rarely regarded or
understood by the general public.
Yet it can be even more isolating
than an inability to walk.
The isolation of the deaf and hard of
hearing people is made still worse
by unconcern or an unawareness of
their needs, especially in busy places
like rail and bus stations, airports
and so on.

in the Judge's view, one that
combines economy of line with
significant meaning to most deaf
people of the world and the
submission showed the design in
various sizes to prove its leqibilitv.
The second prize was given to the
best of the designs based on an ear
and a question mark. For the third
place the award is given to a design
whose content is similar to the first
prize, but whilst the Judges thought
the style was not sufficiently easy to
read at a distance, they were
impressed by the new thinking in the
work, which was supported by
sketches showing the design in situ.

At the suggestion of Alfred Morris
MP, the British Minister for the
Disabled, a competition was held for
the design of a symbol which could
be displayed in these and other
public places to indicate to deaf and
hard of hearing people that a member
of staff is available who understands
their communication difficulties and
who is prepared to spend a little time
in helping with their enquiries.
Over four thousand suggested
symbols were submitted for the
competition, with prizes of £300,
£150 and £75 being offered for the
winning entry and runners-up.
The competition was jointly
sponsored by the British Association
of the Hard of Hearing, The British
Deaf Association, The National Deaf
Children's Society, and the Royal
National Institute for the Deaf.
The Panel of Judges made the
following comments:
"Essentially, we were looking for
content: in other words, the message
that it should have meaning, inter
nationally, to developing as well as
developed countries. We then looked
at style which we believe should aid
recognition and ensure memorability.
We looked for a high degree of
economy and the ability for it to be
read from a distance and in small
sizes. In looking at the entries we
firstly dismissed all those that relied
on words or initial letters which
would automatically make them
unsuitable for other languages.
The next group of submissions we
dismissed were those that were highly
complex. Thirdly, the group of
designs that had a negative message
such as a cross over the ear which
was felt to be potentially misleading.
Those designs that were based on the
use of a hearing aid were also thought
unsuitable because of the overlap
with audio systems.
This reduced the submissions to about
about 100 which mainly concen
trated into two areas. Firstly, those
that combined an ear and a question
mark; secondly, those that used the
world-wide gesture of a hand cupped
behind the ear. The winning design is,
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Symbols for tourist guides
and maps

The symbols shown here have been
prepared by the British Tourist
Authority, the National Tourist
Boards of England, Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland for the use of
publishers of maps and guide books
providing information for tourists.
They hope that publication will help
encourage a wider use of these
symbols thus making them more
familiar to the travelling public.

The symbols are displayed in
alphabetical order and fall into six
categories considered to be
appropriate for use in guide books.
These categories are:
Camping and caravan sites
Holiday camps/Chalet parks, etc
Serviced accommodation
Self-catering accommodation
Sports and recreation facilities
Tourist facilities
Symbols considered suitable for use
on tourist maps or diagrams
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145
146
147
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y
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0

001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008

Abbey/Cathedral
Advance booking recommended
Advertisement in guide
Aerial activities
Airfield-licensed
Airfield-unlicensed
A la carte
Arboretum/Botanical gardens

009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016

Art gallery/Museum
Athletics/Field games
Baby minding facilities
Ballroom (for hire)
Bed and breakfast only
Boating activities/Sailing
Boat hire/Power cruising
Building of historical/architectural interest

017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024

Camping site
Canoeing/Rowing
Caravans for hire
Caravan site-Touring
Castle
Caves open to the public
Central heating in bedrooms
Chapel or small churchRoman Catholic churchProtestant church

025
026
027
028
029
030

Chemical/Sewage disposal unit
Children's facilities/Playroom
Children's play area
Children-Special rates for
Cinema
Clothes washing/Drying
facilities
Coach parties accepted
Coarse fishing

031
032
033
034
025
026
027
028
029
040
041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050

193
194
195
196
197
198

051
052
053
054
055
056

Collection and delivery of mail
Commended hotel/Guest
house or Restaurant
Communal lounge
Communal wash basins
not under cover
Communal wash basins
under cover
Conference facilities available
Cooking facilities/
Availability of stoves
Coracle maker
Cots for hire
Country park
Covered parking facilities
Craft centre/Local crafts/
Cottage industries
Credit cards accepted
Cross Channel car ferry
Cycling
Deep sea fishing from boat/
Sea fishing
Deer stalking arranged
Diabetic and/or
vegetarian diets
Dogs admitted
Domestic help
Double/twin bedded room
Electric cooking
Electric points for caravans
Electric points for razors

057
058
059
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070
071
072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080
081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089
090
091
092
093
094
095
096
097
098
099
100
101
102

Electricity/Gas bought by
Meter/Meter charge for
bedroom heating
Entertainment centre/Theatre
Evening entertainment
Farm produce available
Fenced and guarded camp
Ferry-pedestrian
Ferry-vehicular
Field study centre
First aid post
Fishing on hotel's private
waters
Food shop
Four-poster bed
French and at least one other
language spoken
Game fishing
Games and sports area
Garage/parking facilities on
the premises
Garage/repairs workshop
Garden
Gas cooking
Gas cylinders available
Go-karting
Golf (nine or eighteen hole
course as required)
Greyhound racecourse
Ground floor bedroom
Guided tours
Hairdressing
Holiday camp/Chalet site/
Purpose-built self-catering
accommodation
Horse-drawn caravan
Horse racecourse
Horse riding facilities/
Pony trekking
Hotel
Immersion heater
Individual cubicles with
wash basins
Industrial archeological site
l nternational airport
Laundry/valet service
Licensed club on site
Lifeguard patrol
Lift
Lighting throughout camp

103
104

Linen for hire
Linen provided
Loudspeaker/PA system
Mains sewage connection
Marina
May be booked through
Travel Agent/
Commission paid
Midweek bookings accepted
Mini golf

105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112

Motel
Motor caravans accepted
Motor cycling
Motor racing
Mountain resort
Native fortress
Natural attraction
Nature reserve

113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

Narrow gauge railway
Night porter
Only accessible by foot
Packed lunches provided
Parking
Parking not permitted
Parking area for private
boats and trailers
Period banquets

122
123
124
125
126
127
128

Petrol pump (distance in
numerals may be added
if required)
Picnic site
Pitches for static caravans
Pleasure boat trips
Post office
Potholing
Pottery
Power boating

129
130
131
132
133
134
135

Prehistoric monument
Prehistoric site
Private bathroom
Public bathrooms
Public house
Pursuits centre
Radio in bedrooms

137
138

Recreation/games room
Reduced rates for old age
pensioners
Reduced rates/weekends/
off season/Special packages
Refrigerator
Refuse disposal
Residents lounge
Restaurant/eating place
Rock climbing

139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152

Roman remains
Rooms regularly equipped
for family use
Rooms set aside for
non-smokers
Sand yachting
Sauna bath
Seaside resort
Service/Cover charge
added to bill
Shooting arranged

153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160

Showers-cold
Showers-hot
Single room
Skiing/Skiing arranged
Slipway for boats
Snacks
Solarium
Some bedrooms without
hot and cold water

161
162
163
164
165
166

Special Christmas programmes
Squash facilities
Statue
Stone cross
Subaqua activities
Suitable for wheelchairs/
disabled guests
Surfing
Swimming pool

167
168
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Blissymbols, for the
handicapped-a manner
of speaking
Jack Anson Finke

169
1 70
171
172
173
174
175
176

Swimming pool-indoor
Target sports
Telephone in bedroom
Television in bedroom
Tennis courts
Tents for hire
Toilets (with water closet)
Toilets (without flush)

177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184

Tourist information
Tourist information
(alternative version)
Town trails/England and Wales
Town and car trails/Scotland
Traditional dishes
Uni icensed
Viewpoint
Washing and ironing facilities

185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192

Washing machine
Washing-up sink(s)
Water-cold
Water heater
Water supply/Water-hot
Water drainage for caravans
Water points for caravans
Water skiing

193
194
195
196
197
198

Wildlife park
Wooded areas
Woollen Mill
Working farm
Youth hostel
Zoo

citizens isolated behind linguistic
iron curtains for purposes of internal
control and propaganda.
From the standpoint of suitability
and adaptability, English has
thoroughly proved itself. It is precise
and concise for commercial use at
the same time that it is capable of
infinite distinction of shades and
meanings for literary purposes.
Its vocabulary is not only the most
abundant in the world, but the most
international of all major national
languages-more international, in
fact, than that of Esperanto.

Next to the problem of world peace,
the issue of a world language is
paramount in international affairs.
Educators and sociologists envisage a
link between the two and suggest
that, if we can once achieve a single
language for the world, peace will
naturally follow in its wake.
Even if we reject the possibility that
an international language would
lead to a decrease in international
conflict, the desirability of such a
langauge at this stage of the world's
affairs is nevertheless undeniable.
Not only would diplomacy,
commerce, tourism, education,
science, religion, and the arts benefit,
but there would be fuller enjoyment
of life and more opportunity for the
pursuit of happiness.
What is it, then, that prevents our
taking the fateful step in the
direction of a world, or universal,
tongue? Nothing except the question
of just what that tongue is to be.
There have been many serious
attempts to find this world tongue,
with Esperanto and Interlingua
establishing themselves as the two
frontrunners. Esperanto is simple in
its sounds and structure, thoroughly
logical, and reasonably international
-provided we restrict our views of
what constitutes internationality to
the western world, the Latin world,
the Germanic and Greek worlds.
But these are days when Slavic and
Oriental and Third World nations
are forging rapidly ahead and
demanding their place in the sun,
side by side with the countries of
the West. To the speech-habits of
the Russian, the Chinese, the Japan
ese, and the African, Esperanto
makes practically no concession.
Interlingua, the much publicized
product of a group of outstanding
linguists-who have laboured over
this problem for decades-is even less
satisfactory from a truly international
point of view, since it is merely a
compromise between Latin-Romance
and English. The real obstacle to the
adoption of a constructed language
seems to be the covert opposition of
the world's major governments,
who find it expedient to keep their
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The further spreading of English,
despite the language's obvious
advantages, is impeded by precisely
the same psychological factors that
obstruct the increase of foreign=
language learning among English
speakers. Children learn languages
easily and naturally, but adults do not.
The learning of another language at
the grown-up stage is fraught with
difficulties, as anyone who has taken
up a language in high school or college
or afterwards can testify.
There have been many attempts to
simplify the English language and its
spelling, yet little attention has been
given to an area more heartbreakingly
lacking in communication-a language
for the seriously handicapped who
cannot communicate at all.
Have you ever wondered how you
would feel if not one person in the
whole world could understand what
you were trying to say?
For an estimated one and a half
million non-vocal children and adults
so physically handicapped, this is not
a rhetorical question. It represents an
agonising frustration which must be
dealt with every day of their lives.
These one and a half million handi
capped have never spoken or, because
of an injury, will probably never
speak again. Among them are some
one hundred and fifty thousand
victims of cerebral palsy-a disabllrty
which causes neuromuscular
incoordination due to brain damage
occurring before, or during, birth.
The victim may suffer from poor
muscular coordination or muscle
spasms that seriously interfere with
movement. The speech and voice lack
precision and speed and, frequently,
cannot be understood at all by any
listener. They are left with only
undifferentiated guttural sounds and
grossly feeble gestures to use in
relaying their thoughts to others.
For an alert individual to be unable
to communicate with others because
his speech is not understandable is
the ultimate frustration.
This is especially significant with the
palsy victims, where their multiple
and severe handicaps preclude
the substitution of other avenues
of communication (such as
writing or the use of sign language).
Although they appear to be
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8/issymbols for the handicapped
a manner of speaking

subnormal because of their physical
appearance and distorted speech
patterns, an indicative statistic is
that more than one-half of these
victims have normal, and even above
normal intelligence.
Children, particularly, who cannot
express themselves to their parents,
lose control over their environment.
If they cannot respond to their
teacher, they cannot participate in
class discussions. If they cannot
exchange expression with other
children, they become morose.
Thus unable to communicate at all,
such children become understandably
isolated, passive and totally
dependent.
This was the depressing situation
until a revolutionary invention begun
in 1942 by Charles Bliss was brought
to breakthrough fruition in 1971.
Created as a universal, non-verbal
language based on early Chinese picto=
ideographs, 8/issymbolics was
discovered and adapted for use with
the nonspeaking handicapped child at
the Ontario Crippled Children's
Centre in Toronto.
The symbols are a visual, meaning=
based communication system capable
of conveying all aspects of human
experience. Due to the underlying
logic of the system, basic symbol
elements can be used to construct
simple and compound variations
which provide a vocabulary of
infinite size.
Blissymbols have changed the entire
outlook of physically handicapped
persons of a wide age and intellectual
range-with great strides now being
successfully taken at speech centres
throughout the United States with
the mentally handicapped, deaf,
autistic, aphasic, and stroke patient
populations. A major advantage of
the system is that the ability to read
is not a prerequisite. It allows users
at the pre-reading level not just to
identify and ask for simple concrete
objects, but also to think and
question and express themselves.
In short, to be able to communicate
effectively and at will through the
use of symbols.
Charles Bliss was born in Austri;i
then under the Hapsburg Empire
where, he says, ten different national·
ities "hated each other because they
thought and spoke in different
languages." When Hitler came to
power, Bliss (a Jew) was sent to
Dachau and, later, Buchenwald
from which, with the help of friendly
guards, he made an incredible escape.
Arriving in Shanghai from Britain in
1942, he found the key to what
would become his life's work.
While in China, he observed that
although the Chinese might have
difficulty in understanding each
other's dialect, they had no trouble
at all when reading-for their script
was based on standardized symbols.
12 icographic 14/15, 1979

To Bliss, this was the clue: what it
someone could invent a language
system based not on sound but on
meaning-a system removed from a
phonetic base that could surmount
all cultural barriers?
He thought he was onto something.
Interned by the Japanese in 1943,
he emigrated after the war to
Australia where he buried himself in
working out the idea. Six years later,
in 1949, he completed his opus,
a three-volume manuscript,
entitled Semantography, the book
that is both the rationale of and the
text for his language system.
Bliss's aim was for a system that was
complete: he wanted to provide the
world with a symbol system capable
of conveying any meaning.
To that end, he incorporated picto·
graphs, ideographs, and arbitrary
symbols into a cohesive, logical and
simple system-a system whose
direct reference to meaning made it
easily learned.
Bliss uses only 100 basic symbols,
relating to meaning rather than sound.
But he combines them to make
thousands of meanings.
Often they imitate the things they
stand for or, at least, provide visual
clues. The system is concise, logical.
and downright fun-especially for
children. It facilitates the expresion
of concepts and abstractions, rather
than allowing only the limited
concrete responses which can be
expressed by a picture.
The system has an advantage over the
manual communication of the deaf
in that the use of symbols need not
be restricted to those selected
message receivers who understand the
system, as is true for sign language.
Each Blissymbol is always displayed
in combination with a written word,
representing the concept expressed
by the symbol. This enables the
symbol user to communicate with
anyone in the environment.
Intended message receivers need not
learn the Bliss system in order to
understand the nonvocal communi·
eater's message-they simply read
the words displayed with the
symbols.
The visual simplicity of the symbols
makes them quickly and easily
learned. They can be arranged on a
"symbol board" to suit the needs of
the individual. Because the display is
portable, communication is possible
in everyday living for both wheelchair
users and those who are mobile.
Another advantage over sign language
is that the use of Blissymbols is not
restricted by a symbol user's physical
impairments. For those who cannot
point to their symbol display, remote=
control devices can be used to
indicate the desired symbols.
Levers, knobs, touch paddles and,
recently, video screen keys activate
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Pattern design and literacy
for the retarded

Blissymbols for the handicapped
a manner of speaking

Jorge F rascara

switches that control either a pointer
or tiny lights that illuminate the
symbols as they are selected.
Parents of the vocally handicapped
have reported that, with the symbols,
their children do not have to resort
to temper tantrums or any other
unsocial way to indicate displeasure.
They are able to analyse their own
feelings and express them with their
symbols, allowing for a much better
understanding of themselves.
Socially. symbol users are able to
interact with a wider range of people.
The child's ability to interact on a
social level with others and to
communicate with an interested
stranger will go a long way in helping
to correct the public's misconception
that cerebral palsy and its accom
panying speech problems are
synonymous with severe mental
retardation.
And it is not only the public that has
misconceptions. At the Ontario
Crippled Children's Centrewhich was one of the original
experimenters with Blissymbolics
Charles Bliss was told of one little
girl who was taught to use his symbol
board. One of her first questions to
her parents was: "Why are you not
speaking to me?" The mother and
father were utterly shaken.
Both were truly loving parents who
just hadn't understood that their
daughter desperately needed people
to talk to her, even though she had
been unable to respond.

There are those of in the graphic
arts who at times get carried away
with the "importance" of our work.
We would do well to give a little
thought to the wonderful workings
of Charles Bliss. Communications
is an essential of the human
condition. It is the vital link to
understanding.
As Bliss himself puts it: "We can
cry a billion tears, write a thousand
words, pass a hundred laws ...
but, still, understanding begins with
communication."

+ 11
yes

• •
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For his initial experiments Dr Nelson
used Letratone half-tone dot patterns.
Using these as backgrounds for
letters he demonstrated that the
performance of children using these
patterned backgrounds was better
than that of children using blank
backgrounds.
Three years ago I proposed to Dr
Nelson that it might be possible to
devise more distinctive backgrounds
than those offered by mechanical
half-tones. I also suggested that any
good solution ought to allow the
patterns to be reduced down to 15
millimetres in height, so as to allow
them to be used in books for initial
readers (to frame words and short
sentences).
Pattern design programme
I organized a project with my first
year students from the Department
of Art and Design in order to devise
originals for the patterns.
The programme had as a funda·
mental concern an increase in the
number of visual variables used in
the design of the patterns.
Letratone dot patterns move along
two variables; darkness and fineness.
My programme included the
following 19 cases based on 6
variables:

Before the symbol breakthrough,
another parent recalled having lived
through seven years of heartbreak.
"My daughter would try so hard to
tell us things. She'd make guttural
sounds and we'd all strain to catch
the idea. Finally, in total frustration,
she would bang her wheelchair tray,
put her head down and cry
uncontrollably.We all felt so help
less." Now-having learned the
Bliss system-her daughter smiles,
holds up her finger for attention,
and just points to her board.
Today, there are more than twenty=
five hundred Americans using the
Blissymbols-with many hundreds
more exploring their use, especially
in the areas of nonverbal cerebral
palsied and mentally retarded
persons of varying ages and
disabilities. With these populations.
the symbols are used primarily to
provide a means of communication
although they may also be used to
foster cognitive development and
assist in developing reading
readiness skills.
To a lesser extent, they are being
used with autistic children and
children with severe articulatory
difficulties and expressive language
deficits.

It has been demonstrated that cerebral
palsied children have difficulties in
edge discrimination (Nelson 1962;
Nelson and Wise 1964). In the light
of this research, Clement and Nelson
studied the capability of cerebral
palsied children to discriminate
various surfaces, and the possibility
of using patterns as backgrounds for
letterforms (a different pattern per
letter) in order to introduce
additional clues for letter recognition.

a

Component
1
2
3

b

Percentage of black
4
5
6

c
This article was first published in the
journal Upper and Lower Case,
published by the International Type·
face Corporation, Volume 2,
number 4, December 1978.
We are grateful to them for
permission to republish it in this
issue. Acknowledgements and thanks
also go to the Blissymbolics
Communication Institute,
862 Eglinton Avenue Eeat, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada M4G 2L 1, who
should be contacted for any further
information.

8

,

6%
12%
24%

Fineness
7

d

Dot
Line
Dash

Thick (1/72 of the height of
the pattern)
Thin (1/144 of the height)

Shape of the pattern
9 Straight
10 Curved
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Author's address:
Department of Art and Design
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta
T6G 2C9 Canada

A joint project is being developed by
the Departments of Art and Design
and Psychology in the University of
Alberta. It deals with the design of
an improved alphabet that would
facilitate the learning process of
letterforms for retarded children.
The project and the initial research
were begun by Dr Thomas Nelsori,
Professor and Chairman of the
Department of Psychology.
He was joined by the author of this
article in September 1976.
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Interval
11 Regular (constant gap between
components)
12 Irregular (two alternate
widths)

f

Direction

13
14
15
16 16
17
18
19

Vertical
Horizontal
Vertical + Horizontal
Diagonal 60%
Two 60% diagonals crossed
Two 30% diagonals crossed
Two 45% diagonals crossed

Production
The programme as such provided 504
possible patterns. In order to avoid
similarities, 284 possibilities were
discarded before production.
The number of originals prepared was
12 and the total of 220 patterns
produced was achieved through
photographic processes of addition
and combination.
Selection of the best 30 patterns
Once the 220 patterns were produced
a test was developed in the Depart·
ment of Psychology under the
direction of Dr Carol Ladan in order
to select the most distinct 30 patterns
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to be used as backgrounds for the
letters. (26 for the Upper case
Latin alphabet, plus 4 for other
languages eventually to be used with
the system).
Addition of the letters
The alphabet chosen was Helvetica
Medium, which offers a simple shape
and a stroke thickness that clearly
contrasts with the components of
the patterns.
The letters were matched with the
backgrounds following two basic
principles:
a There should be a clear contrast
between letter and background in
order to avoid confusion (ie straight
stroke letters on curved pattern
backgrounds).
b The most similar letters should
be mounted on the most distinct
backgrounds (a contusion matrix
was used as reference for th is
problem).
A group of designers and artists was
called in to advise the author in this
matching process.
Once the letters were added to the
backgrounds, these were adjusted in
width in order to provide good
letter-spacing when framing words,
In th is situation patterns wi II contact
one another, leaving blank spaces
between words.

111111
After two years of research and
improvement, the device has recently
been patented by the University of
Alberta. It is now about to be used
in a two year experimental
programme coordinated by Dr
Nelson, involving normal children
with learning disabilities.
For this purpose, 30 sets have been
produced. Ten of the standard
alphabet (blank backgrounds), ten
of the Letratone backgrounds, and
ten of the form discussed in this
article. They show the letters
mounted on wood chips that the
children can manipulate in order to
develop a series of learning strategies
and discrimination tests.
The chips are stored in vacuum =
formed, slotted boxes. These boxes
are fitted with a detachable I id that
doubles as a display-tray on which
the letters can be arranged in arrays
forming words. The boxes were
designed and produced by Jim Egler,
Coordinator of the Division of
Industrial Design in this department.

have performed their role as initial
recognition clues,
We are now at the beginning of actual
implementation, The performance of
this alphabet will be evaluated against
the standard alphabet and the one
with Letratone backgrounds,
The performance of each letter will
also be evaluated and changes in the
design of some backgrounds may be
recommended after the experiment.
Perhaps even a comprehensive
revision of the system will be possible
on the basis of the experimental data.

In the long run, the teaching
programme foresees a progressive
change in the intensity of the back
grounds, from black into I ight greys,
as the children improve their
knowledge. The aim is to provide a
gradual transition to the use of the
standard alphabet, once the patterns
15

Japanese match box
graphics

� MADE IN JAPAN

16 icographic 14/15, 1979

We show here part of a fine collection
of late nineteenth and early twentieth
century Japanese match box covers,
from the collection of Peter Wyles of
Eltham, London, Although many of
the designs are palpably derived from
European models, all of them exhibit
rare charm. Unfortunately, we cannot
show the vibrant colours of the
originals.
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Type research at the
London College of Printing

A6Br.a afier1

liEEI Oe11H

Hl3HJK
HAD
lblhM
HlbO
DPCT
liYWX

qq

uw

Cyrillic alphabet based on the type
face 'Compacta,' designed by
Fred Lambert

18 icographic 14/15, 1979

3HjKAD

We show here a range of non-Latin
type faces designed by staff and
students of the Type Research Unit of
the London College of Printing.
The Unit was initiated to give students
who had qualified in typographic
design an opportunity to study type
design. The Unit is under the
direction of Fred Lambert, a designer
with considerable experience of type
design.

The Type Research Unit has found
particular interest among overseas
students from countries where there
has been little development in type
design. Since its inception, designs
have been developed for Arabic and
Farsi, Devanagari, Gujerathi and
other Indian languages, Thai,
Cyrillic and Hebrew.

lblMH

HlbO

ChJ$XDP
A6
qquw BrAfJE}l{3HJK

A/bMHl-bOnPC
TliY<DXU. LIUW
a6erAf)eJK3MjKA
JbMHH>OnpcTfl

y<l)xml'lhU.
Cyrillic alphabet based on the type
face 'Helvetica,' designed by
Fred Lambert
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Above Kahlil-Farsi,
designed by Usha Agarwal
19

Type research at the London College
of Printing

The Indian alphabets shown here have
been designed by Usha Agarwal, with
the advice of the All India Typefounders
Association and leading Indian
calligraphers. They are to be drawn
for computerised setting and have been
researched for readability and clarity.
All the main Indian languages are to
have type designed 'in series.'
Only the main characters are shown
here because of the large number of
half and compound characters involved.
Founting, keyboard layout and typo
graphic rules have also been devised for
all these languages.

qqq
����
'q';{C
OSGUJ
JftTS���\lf
���ffqq 3l�l �rqtfi"
3l���q�
�';{COS'ct

'3��

��.���

��'-'l

ur�qtfi"�11
l{����of�l
�lSftl�OO
�&l'ij���
,,.����.��

Modi-Devanagari, designed by
Usha Agarwal
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���
�JI�
���
�\lf
Wr":7

Modi Bold-Devanagari, designed by
Usha Agarwal

�i[l{

����
0fll�
lftl�OO
&l��ij
�i:!"
�'-�
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Kalpana-Oevanagari, designed bv
Usha Agarwal

Tanjore-Oevanagari, designed bv
Usha Agarwal
21

Tell us what's wrong in
Pictures- a medical
phrase book
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We show here four double spreads
from a recently produced booklet
devised by the Health Education
Council of Great Britain.
The booklet is an attempt to use
picture language to enable non=
English speaking patients in
British hospitals to communicate
with doctors and nurses.
The Consulting Editor for the
venture was Or Eric Trimmer.
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New ways to view world
problems

Computers and laser
technology speed up
Chinese printing

icographic 14/15, 1979

To understand and solve problems,
pol icy makers and researchers often
spend countless hours examining
reams of reports. Similar efforts may
be occurring almost simultaneously
in different countries and
organizations.
Is there a better way to convey
essential information to people
worldwide?
The British printing company
Monotype has sold its laser-printing
method of computerising the Chinese
language to book publishing houses
in Peking and Shanghai.
Now it is negotiating computer type
setting for Chinese newspapers
outside China and expects to
complete more orders shortly.
Professor Brian Gaines, Monotype's
technical director and deputy chief
executive, who has recently returned
from China, explained the delicate
problem of trying to please everyone
over the political implications of the
Chinese language.
The printers wanted about 60,000
characters available to the computer
system, but there was puritanical
opposition on the ground that such
profusion would be "putting China
back." There were demands for
restriction to the 4,000 characters
used in newspapers.
(Chairman Mao restricted himself to
3,006). The compromise result was:
8,000 characters immediately avail
able on line with another 15,000
characters obtainable on the
keyboards from storage.
Because of the problems of getting
the many and complex characters
of the Chinese and Japanese
languages onto a computer keyboard
-most Japanese computer systems
still use English, and most Chinese
newspapers are still produced by
manually picking out each bit of type
-the printers literally roller-skate
along rows of cabinets.
Several ideas have been tried to beat
the problem, one of them from
Cambridge University. Monotype's
solution comes from Professor
S C Loh, of the Chinese University
of Hong Kong.
It is dazzlingly simple: instead of
having a separate key for every
character, each ideogram is
constructed by a sequence of key
strokes. In effect, the operator draws
the character by choosing each
element in the traditional sequence
taught at infants' school.
Computer printing represents a
considerable advance over existing
mechanical methods-even with
roller skates, it takes about 30 hours
to get one edition of the People's
Daily into type.

A Chinese typewriter, for example,
has approximately 2500 characters
with two supplemetary founts of
1200 characters. The typewriter has
only one 'key' which operates a long
arm which claws up the required
ideogram. However, the typewriters
tend to become personalised; the
typists like to set out the founts in
their own fashion so that no other
typist can readily use the machine.
This method produces about a
thousand characters an hour-nearly
four seconds per character.
Loh-style computer keyboards,
linked to laser printers, enable the
operator to produce 3000 characters
an hour.
The systems installed in Peking and
Shanghai were first used in the
summer as demonstrations for the
Chinese printing industry.
These demonstrations included a
phone-line data link between the two
cities so that material keyboarded in
one could be printed in the other.
The systems began their proper work,
printing books, last month.
Monotype first demonstrated the
system to a Chinese government
delegation at a printing conference
in Hong Kong last December.
The company sees a market not only
in printing (there are more than 300
Chinese language newspapers around
the world) but also in word-process
ing systems, where the computer
replaces the office typewriter.

To explore that question, the East=
West Centre's Open Grants division
invited five visual communicators
from the USA. Japan, India, and Iran
to become research fellows and work
as a team.
From various disciplines, the team
members were: Dr Shyam S Agrawal,
an audiovisual specialist from the
Central Electronics Engineering
Research Institute, Pilani, India;
Dr Mei-Ling Hsu, professor of
geography at the University of
Minnesota; Coordinator Aaron
Marcus, a graphic designer formerly
an assistant professor at Princeton
University and now in the College of
Environmental Design at the
University of California, Berkeley;
Yukio Ota, art director of the
Advanced Social Planning Institute in
Tokyo, Japan; and Dr Ebrahim
Rashidpour, head of the Educational
Technology Centre at the University
of Tehran, Iran.
For four months, they reviewed
existing international symbols and
visual languages, studied more than
500 pictograms and 200 composite
images, revised and refined 70 of
them and, in effect, developed a
new visual language.
They then organized the symbols and
images into a carefully positioned
and timed sequence to convey
complex concepts about the inter
dependence of nations and peoples,
with emphasis on the energy crisis.
The result was a single-screen slide
show, a show that depends primarily
on images, not words, for communi
cation.
To enhance impact, all images
(except a colour photograph of the
earth) appear in black and white,
with the images as white symbols
against a deep, black background.
Thus, in a darkened room, the viewer
sees only the stark reality of facts,
concepts, and significance of global
interdependencies.
The show may represent a new
dimension in international communi
cation. At the very least, the team
hopes the show will inspire other
academic, research, professional and
governmental organizations to
visualize their own concerns more
effectively.
Excerpts are shown on the next
seven pages. We have added narrative
material to Iink the excerpts and
describe the symbolism.
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Visualizing global dependencies
The earth,
a home for more than four billion people,
is a place of greatly increasing
diversity and complexity.

Ideas, people and goods are moving faster
and faster and intermingling.

There are rising challenges in the changing
world, caused by global situations
of population, food, energy
and environmental pollution.
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Population
As we unfold the earth...

. . . we find that it has limited usable land
and resources,
that populated areas comprise
only one tenth of the global surface.

The world'.s population has doubled four
times in the past 2000 years.
Each time, the doubling has occurred at
an ever-increasing rate.
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Energy
Population growth raises several concerns
and challenges.
One is the increasing use of energy for
agriculture, housing, transportation
and industry.

Some regions consume much more energy
than others.

Pollution
Heavy consumption of certain kinds of
energy depletes limited resources
and increases pollution of
air, water, and land.
Pollution in one part of the world
can affect the other parts.
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Food
Global food supplies are progressively
weakened by increased population.

People in some regions of the world
consume more than adequate supplies
of calories;
people in other regions don't get
enough calories.
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Because of problems related to
population, food, energy, and pollution,
there are scarcities and imbalances
in the world.

Solutions to these problems wi 11 require
more and more global interrelationships.
We need to view the world as one system.
We need a new global ethic
and global cooperation.
Only then can we fulfil the basic
needs of all people.

The needs of one person and one nation
are related to the needs of other
persons and nations.
The problems of global planning become
immeasurably more complicated
when the needs of all people are
integrated into global solutions
to global problems.
The solution of one problem is related
to the solution of other problems.
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Global interdependence from the energy
perspective
Conventional sources of commercial
energy include oil, coal, natural gas,
hydroelectricity, and nuclear power.

The energy each person consumes is
different in each region of the world.
(See chart at near right).
Some regions consume more than they
produce.
Others export their excess production.
(See chart at far right).
With uneven consumption and production,
energy cannot flow without global
cooperation.

In the recent past, world energy
consumption has been increasing rapidly,
This is leading to the depletion of
energy resources.
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additional directions needed, are
carried out under poor conditions.
The pharmacist writes standing up;
working conditions are overcrowded,
especially at lunch time and in the
late afternoon when many patients
call for their prescriptions; lighting
is poor. These trying conditions
contribute to the deterioration of
the pharmacist's work. Labels are
checked for errors, but there is little
control over illegible hand-writing.
Given these conditions, the intro·
duction of a standardized printed
label would greatly ease the task of
the pharmacist and help increase
his efficiency. The slow process of
writing labels by hand results in
slow dispensing and, therefore, in
long queues in hospital pharmacy
departments. Besides wasting the
pati!mt's time, this may also reduce
his understanding of his prescription.
Having had a long wait for his
medication, probably after a long
wait for his consultation with the
doctor, the patient may be too bored
or impatient to pay much attention
to the verbal instructions given him
with his prescription. It may be only
on reaching home, after a long and
tiring day at the hospital, that the
patient examines the label on his
medication only to find that he
cannot understand it and has
forgotten what he was told.
He may then either misuse the
medication, thus wasting both it and
the pharmacist's time in dispensing
it, or he may return to the hospital
and demand yet more of the pharm·
acist's time when he asks for another
explanation on how it should be used.
A postgraduate experiment for the
Central School of Art and Design
was accordingly carried out by the
writer in 1975·7, the aim of which
was to design a new prescription
label conveying its information by
clear diagrams and minimal clear
text so as to be understood by the
widest possible range of people.
This, it was hoped, would help
decrease the number of errors made
in the self-administration of medi·
cation by both illiterate and literate
out-patients and also enable the
pharmacist to pass on his instructions
to out-patients quickly and
efficiently and in a manner which
the patient cannot fail to understand.
This can be called 'Vernacular
Graphics,' in contrast to the highly
stylised, conventional forms which
have been adopted by the Inter
national Organization for Standard·
ization and which are not always
easily understood by those unfamiliar
with them.
Progress of the experiment
The mistakes made by patients
taking prescribed medications fall
into four main categories: errors of
omission, of purpose, of dosage and
of timing. These errors may arise
from the patients' inability to
understand instructions owing to

alteration in design recommended as
result of the second test and of
discussion, both with the subjects
tested and with doctors and pharma
cists, concerned the unsatisfactory
instruction 'Open.' It was decided to
delete the instruction from the label
both because it was felt that all
patients would be sufficiently
intelligent to realise that, in order to
use the medication, they must apen
it and, as the instruction is not
required by any pharmaceutical
regulation, it seemed unnecessary to
have it. It had been included in the
first place in order to complete the
sequence of the patient's actions as
he opens, uses and disposes of the
medication (figures la and 1b).
The advantage of removing this
instruction was that space was made,
4d 'T' junction
4c Crossroads
to include a second inverted face on
each label (figures 3a and 3b), so that
5d Use hot iron
5c Ory flat
the treatment of each eye could be
shown. The pharmacist would then
simply delete the face not required
or leave both if both eyes were to b
after four weeks.' Several changes in
treated. The choice of different
the design were made in the light of
labels was reduced from twelve in the
these results. First, the lack of
first and second prototype to
uniformity in the design of the label
four in the third. The only instruc·
was considered muddling, with its
tion which it was not found possible
two different styles of drawing,
to illustrate in a way comprehensible
uncontrolled line drawings and
to the majority of ill iterates was
filled-in solids. Secondly, an
Throw away after 4 weeks.
important general point was whether
The rest of the images incorporated
or not to use background shapes in
in the label finally suggested were
order to distinguish instructions
understood by at least 65% of
from cautions and to emphasise the
illiterates, the best results being
latter. We considered using one or
achieved by the cautions Do not
two background shapes-either a
circle or a triangle-for the cautionary eat and Keep away from children.
information, but it was felt that many
patients, unfamiliar with international The four labels were based on the
following guidelines, which many
symbols, would probably be more
confused than helped by background months of experimenting suggest
shapes of this kind. Thirdly, a general should be followed for any future
design of pictorial labels in order to
point was researched at length:
to find the best wording to use in the make them easily understood by
illiterate and literate patients in the
small portions of text on the label in
order to make it as simple as possible United Kingdom:
to understand. The basis of th is
Where possible clear photographs
research was a study of the 'Social
should be used rather than line
Sight Vocabularies' which are taught
drawings. W here this is not
to adult literates. These are lists of
possible, line drawings should be
specially chosen key words used by
clear and unambiguous.
tutors on literacy schemes. Literacy
tutors suggested that the completed
texts should be placed beneath rather W ords, if used, should be placed
under or beside the illustrations
than above the illustrations, in order
never above.
to draw the attention of illiterate
users of the label to the illustration
Short texts only should be used sinee
before the text.
The text on the instructional inform· large areas of text obviously mean
nothing to the illiterate, and worry
ation, (What, When, and Where),
the semi-literate.
remained untouched as it consisted
Short words only should be used.
of simple words. The cautionary
information was altered as follows:
Move away from stylized drawings
Not to be taken became Do not eat.
The style of imagery used in these
The statement Keep away from
still experimental labels, (especially
children was left untouched as it
figures 2 and 3), could be classified
consisted of simple words;
by some graphic designers as a back·
Dispose after 4 weeks was changed
ward step in the general developmer
to Throw away after 4 weeks.
of the internationally accepted
conventional style graphics
Further tests
development by the International
A test was carried out with the
Organization for Standardization.
second prototype label (figures 2a
This form of over=
and 2b) on 100 illiterates and 100
simplified, refined graphics, which in
literates (graph No 2). The chief
some cases becomes very nearly

0EJ

4a Series of bends

4b Right bend

5a Washable

5b Launder with
care

their illiteracy; to their illness itself,
eg, in ophthalmic cases because of
their poor eyesight, which makes it
difficult for them to see small
diagrams and instructions written in
small print; to the bad design of the
label on their prescriptions; to the
inadequacy of the explanations
given them by the doctor or pharma·
cist; to a combination of some or all
factors. The scope for error tends to
increase with variety of medications
prescribed.
An analysis of labels from the
Ophthalmic departments of various
London hospitals showed that the
information which had to be
included could be conveniently
divided into the three following
categories:
-the type of medication and the
amount to be taken: What
-the route of the medication: Where
-the timing of the medication: When
These three categories were studied
as separate problems but, from time
to time during the study, the designs
proposed to convey information
under these three headings were
examined together in order to ensure
uniformity in style between different
parts of the various prototype labels.
Both the Pharmacy and the
Ophthalmic departments decided to
include the following cautionary
information:
Not to be taken
For external use only
Keep away from children
Dispose after four weeks
The results of the test of the first
prototype label (figures 1a and lb),
on 100 illiterates (graph No 1)
showed that there was considerable
scope for improving comprehension
of some sections of the label
The worst results were on the When
part: on the calendar sections of the
designs for 'Open' and on 'Dispose
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